Abstract. For ordered (= partially ordered) sets we introduce certain cardinal characteristics of them (some of those are known). We show that these characteristics-with one exception-coincide.
2-PSEUDODIMENSION
Let G be an ordered set. The dimension of G ([3] ) can be defined in the following manner:
dim G = min{cardT; there exists a system (Lt; t e T) of chains and a system (ft; t 6 T) where ft: G -> Lt is injective and order preserving for any t £ T such that x < y <=> ft(x) < ft(y) for all t € T}. If all chains Lt have the same order type a we get the definition of the a -dimension of G ([5] , this cardinal need not exist). By a slight modification we get the definition of the a-pseudodimension of G ([7] , this cardinal always exists). We describe here especially the definition of the 2-pseudodimension of G.
Let G be an ordered set, let T = 0 be a set and let ft: G -> 2 be a mapping for any t € T. The system (ft; t 6 T) will be called a 2-realizer of G iff for any x, y £ G the following holds:
Evidently, the condition (1) can be reformulated in the following way:
Let G be an ordered set, let T = 0 be a set, let (At; t e T) be a system of ideals in G. This system is called an order base in G ([10]) iff for any x,y e G the following holds:
The condition (3) can be reformulated in the following way: Theorem 1.1. Let G be an ordered set, let T = 0 be a set. Then the following statements are equivalent:
